1. **Is there such a place as Dalian island in Fujian province?**

Yes, Dalian Island (Daliandao or Dalian Dao) is a part of Pingtan county, Fujian province. The village of Yuxian is identified on the map below.

![Map 1. Yuxian, Dalian Island](http://maps.google.com.au/maps?f=q&source=s_q&hl=en&geocode=&q=%E4%B8%AD%E5%9B%BD%E7%A6%8F%E5%BB%BA%E7%9C%81%E6%B8%94%E9%99%90%E6%9D%91&sll=-25.335448,135.745076&sspn=41.4653,54.84375&ie=UTF8&hq=&hnear=China+Fujian+Fuzhou+Pingtan%E6%B8%94%E9%99%90%E6%9D%91&ll=25.64555,119.689007&spn=0.041086,0.053558&z=14)
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Map 2. Dalian Island, Pingtan county, Fujian province

2. Is there any country information that the people who live on Dalian Island are all Christians who belong to underground Christian churches?

No information about the religious background of Dalian Island’s population was located. However, two reports were found that include information on the number of Christians in Pingtan. These two reports give very different estimates of Christian numbers in Pingtan but both assess underground Christians to account for roughly 7.5 per cent of the population (about 30 000 out of a population of over 400 000).

In the 2006 edition of China’s Christian Millions, Tony Lambert – a former British diplomat to Beijing – estimates that there are 60 000 Christians in Pingtan, making up 15 per cent of the island’s population. Of this figure, half are reported to belong to underground churches.

Lambert acknowledges that as his country-wide survey is based mainly on estimates from
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official Three-Self Patriotic Movement pastors it “may not include unregistered Christians and [is] therefore likely to be conservative in most instances”.  

A 2011 survey by Christian ministry group, Asia Harvest, estimates that there are around 190 000 Christians in Pingtan (nearly 50 per cent of the population). Of the Christian population, Asia Harvest estimates that just under 27 000 belonging to house churches. According to the report’s author Paul Hattaway, this country-wide survey is based on over 2000 published sources as well as interviews with local home church leaders. Hattaway, like Lambert, recognises that his report suffers from incomplete information.

On Fujian in general, reports indicate the province has a relatively large Christian population. Lambert reports that Fujian was one of the first provinces to be evangelised and “has a thriving and rapidly growing Christian community”. The relative size of the underground Christian population is less clear as the illegal nature of unregistered churches obscures reporting. According to the Catholic news website Asia News, the Christian community in Fujian has a strong unofficial element that refuses to be registered.

3. **Is there any country information that from 2008 underground Christian churches on that island were demolished for the purpose of real estate development or for any purpose?**

No information was found on the demolition of underground churches on Dalian Island for real estate development or any other purpose. However, in 2006 a case was reported of government officials demolishing an unregistered church on Pingtan Island. According to Asia News, in September 2006, about 500 police and local officials destroyed an unregistered Catholic church in Yutouchang, Pingtan. An older report was located of underground churches being destroyed in other areas of Fujian. A 2000 article by ZENIT news, a Catholic news agency based in Rome, claims that in 1999, 13 underground churches were destroyed in Fuzhou.

**Demolition of churches outside Fujian**

Reports indicate that Christian churches in China – both official and unofficial – are demolished to enable urban development. In November 2010, an official Three-Self Patriotic Movement church in Jiangsu was demolished to make way for commercial and residential buildings. According to Christian organisation China Aid, in August 2009, local authorities
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12 Congress Executive Commission on China 2011 “State-Sanctioned Church in Jiangsu Province Demolished”, January 20
attempted to seize an unregistered church and arrested two church leaders in Henan. The report claims that the church had operated since 1987 but “village officials began working with real estate developers to build a highway that would go through the location of the church property.”

**Rapid development in the Pingtan**

In light of reports that churches have been demolished in China to enable development, it is of note that in 2009, the Government made Pingtan County a special economic zone and as a result the area is undergoing significant development. This has created a rapid increase in real estate prices, according to news reports. A report by *China Daily* said “[a]s news of the zone has spread, property prices rocketed from 3,000 Yuan to 7,000 Yuan per square meter.” Several real estate projects have been approved. *China Daily* reported that one street on Pingtan Island “boasts more than 20 newly built budget hotels”. According to news sources, the government has approved a US$100 million holiday village and signed a US$234 million contract for the development of new five-star hotels and tourist services.

4. **Is there any country information that the underground church in Yuxian village was demolished in December 2009?**

No reports were found regarding a 2009 demolition of an underground church in Yuxian. For more general information, please see question three.
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5. Are there any official Chinese Christian churches on that island?

No official Christian churches were located on Dalian Island but five registered churches were found on neighbouring Pingtan Island. The following churches on Pingtan Island were located using Google translation and Google Maps (see Map 3): 20

A) Pingtan County Christian Church a Chengguan (平潭县基督教城关教堂一堂)
B) Pingtan County Christian Church two Chengguan (平潭县基督教城关教堂二堂)
C) Pingtan County Christian Church three Chengguan (平潭县基督教城关教堂三堂)
D) Pingtan Suao Christian Church (平潭县苏澳基督教)
E) Long after the House Village Christian Church (龙南村后楼基督教)

Map 3. Official Christian churches on Pingtan Island 21

20 Please note, Google translations is often poor and can contain errors.
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6. How does the Chinese government treat Christians in underground churches on that island? Are they able to practice their religion?

No information was located on government’s treatment of underground Christians on Dalian Island. Reports were found of attacks on underground churches on Pingtan Island and other areas of Fujian but the scale of government harassment is unclear.

Treatment in Pingtan

No recent reports were located of government harassment of underground Christians in Pingtan; however, several older news reports were found. In addition to the 2006 demolition of a Pingtan church raised in question three, reports were found of underground Christians in Pingtan being arrested and violently assaulted. According to a 2000 article by Belgian based human rights group, Human Rights Without Frontiers, in “Pingtan county, police destroyed the altar of the Yutou Church and chased and beat worshippers when they attempted to flee”, Christian human rights advocacy group, Christian Solidarity Worldwide and Asia News reported that in July 2005 Chinese authorities arrested an underground Catholic priest and ten others in Pingtan.

On 25 July 2005, at about 8 pm, Chinese security personnel arrested the underground Catholic priest Father Lin Daixian, 40, of the Pingtan Parish of Fuzhou Diocese, Fujian Province. A seminarian and nine of his parishioners were arrested alongside him. The arrests occurred during the celebration of a private Holy Mass held at a private home in Pingtan, attended by around 50 parishioners. The security personnel violently assaulted parishioners who sought to prevent the arrest of Father Lin, leaving them with severe injuries, including broken bones, broken teeth and head injuries that caused severe swelling and fainting. The house where the meeting took place was ransacked, causing significant damage. Father Lin and others were detained in the Pingtan Detention Centre. This is the fourth time Father Lin has been arrested.

Treatment in Fujian

There is conflicting information about the treatment of underground Christians in Fujian. Unregistered Christian churches in Fujian, like elsewhere in China are illegal; however, some reports suggest that underground churches in Fujian are generally tolerated by
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authorities. Other reports highlight that local authorities in Fujian continue to harass underground Christians.

Several recent reports were located that claim local officials in Fujian generally allow underground Christians to practice their religion. In 2009, a Global Chinese Ministries newsletter said “[i]n general, local government in Fujian seems fairly tolerant of unregistered believers”. The 2005 Canadian Immigration and Refugee Board (IRB) report recorded the Executive Secretary of the Hong Kong Christian Council (HKCC), a grouping of Hong Kong Christian churches and organisations, as saying that Fujian has “the most liberal policy on religion in China, especially Christianity.” In the 2010 IRB report, the HKCC Executive Secretary commented that officials in Fujian province “allowed non official bishops to operate openly”. By the same token, during 2005 field research in Fujian Professor Joseph Lee of Pace University, New York, observed that “many unregistered Christians such as the Local Church, the True Jesus Church and the Seventh-Day Adventists had no difficulty of practicing their religion”.

Although officials in Fujian appear more tolerant of underground Christians, acts of harassment continue to occur. As noted by Lambert, the official religious policy is “applied relatively liberally in Fujian”, but “there have been occasional crackdowns on house churches and underground Catholics”. Similarly, in June 2010 the President of China Aid said that “east coast provinces are generally “more open” with fewer incidents involving Christians reported”. However, separately, he cautioned that “house churches in Fujian and Guangdong, like all of China, face the constant and fearful risk of being closed and its members punished”. This argument is supported by recent cases of government harassment. In October 2010, China Aid, reported that Chinese authorities detained a worker and sealed three unofficial churches in Fujian. According to Asia News, in March 2010 an underground Catholic priest from Mindong in Fujian was arrested for ...
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organising a Christian camp for university students.\textsuperscript{35} No further information was located on the status of either case.

Further background information on the treatment of Christians in Fujian is provided by Country Advice \textit{CHN37524} (26 October 2010).\textsuperscript{36}
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